The singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis was applied to a large set of far-ultraviolet circular dichroism (far-UV CD) spectra (100-400 spectra) of horse heart cytochrome c (cyt c). The spectra were collected at pH 1.7-5.0 in (NH4)2S04r sorbitol and 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) solutions. The present purpose is to develop a rigorous matrix method applied to far-UV CD spectra to resolve in details conformational properties of proteins in the non-native (or denatured) regions. The analysis established that three basis spectral components are contained in a data set of difference spectra (referred to the spectrum of the native state) used here. By a further matrix transformation, any observed spectrum could be decomposed into fractions of the native (N), the molten-globule (MG), the highly denatured (D), and the alcohol-induced helical (H) spectral forms. This method could determine fractional transition curves of each conformer as a function of solution conditions, which gave the results consistent with denaturation curves of cyt c monitored by other spectroscopic methods. The results in sorbitol solutions, for example, suggested that the preferential hydration effect of the co-solvent stabilizes the MG conformer of cyt c. This report has found that the systematic SVD analysis of the far-UV CD spectra is a powerful tool for the conformational analysis of the non-native species of a protein when it is suitably supplemented with other experimental methods.
and peptides under water-alcohol mixtures (Conio et al., 1970; Nelson & Kallenbach, 1986; Segawa et al., 1991; Dyson et al., 1992; Buck et al., 1993; Kippen et al., 1994; Shiraki et al., 1995) .
A current theoretical view states that the conformational diversity of protein in the non-native region is originated from the complex shape of the free energy landscape of protein (Wolynes, 1995; Dill & Chan, 1997) . To support this view experimentally, a comprehensive description on the structure of protein in a full range of the conformational space is necessary. The D, MG, and H conformers and their variants of various proteins have been characterized extensively by many experimental methods (Roder et al., 1988; Hughson et al., 1990; Dill & Shortle, 1991; Jeng & Englander, 1991; Sosnick & Trewhella, 1992; Fan et al., 1993; Alexandrescu et al., 1994; Konno et al., 1995) . However, limited sensitivity and resolution of any experimental methods make this problem still largely unsolved.
A possible way to complement this relative lack may be to improve a mathematical method to extract information from an experimental data set. Increase in the size of a data set may also lead to higher sensitivity to detect a small conformational drift of protein as a function of solution conditions. For a slight contribution in this direction, the present study introduces a systematic and extensive method to analyze a large data set of horse heart cyt c obtained by the far-ultraviolet circular dichroism spectroscopy (far-UV CD) in various co-solvent solutions. This spectroscopic method is excellent because of its applicability in a very wide range of protein concentration and solution composition. In addition, this measurement can be performed with a relatively short accumulation time and high sensitivity to conformational changes of the peptide-chain backbone. The far-UV CD spectroscopy has long been used for estimating secondary structure contents of protein (Hennessey & Johnson, 1981; Yang et al., 1986; Woody, 1995) . The main purpose of this study is to find out how extensively we can extract information contained in the far-UV CD spectra on the conformational change of a protein in the non-native conformational space. For that purpose, we have applied a singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis on a large set of the far-UV CD spectra of cyt c (typically more than 200 spectra). Application of SVD to spectroscopic or other data sets of proteins is not at all new, and is even classical (Hofrichter et al., 1983; Henry & Hofrichter, 1992; McPhie & Shrager, 1992; Jones et al., 1993; Ansari et ai., 1994; Sreerama & Woody, 1994; Chen et al., 1996; Jager et al., 1997) . Here, we use it to analyze far-UV CD spectral changes produced by co-solvents. The target co-solvents, used as examples, are two protein-stabilizing agents, sorbitol and ammonium sulfate, and the data are supplemented with more than 100 spectra in TFE solutions.
Results and discussion

Minimum number of basis components
The SVD method will extract the essential spectral components of far-UV CD spectra, and the linear combination of the components provides the best least-squares approximation to the spectra. See Materials and methods for further details of the SVD analysis. Far-UV CD spectra in (NH4)2S04, sorbitol and TFE solutions were collected carefully at 199-250 nm and pH 1.7-5.0. The CD spectra of the solution containing no cyt c were measured for each solvent condition to subtract carefully contributions from the background. The data matrix A was constructed using the data sets SI-& listed in Table 1 . The spectra in the data set were prepared by taking difference spectra referred to the spectrum of cyt c in the native state at pH 4.5-5.0. Figure 1 shows, as an example, the difference CD spectra in 2.0 M sorbitol used in this study.
The SVD analysis was applied to each of the data sets S , , SZ, and S3. The largest five singular values wI-ws for each data set are listed in Table 2 , which clearly shows that the first two components dominantly contribute to the original spectra. The basis spectra uI-us for SI and S3 as well as the amplitude vectors uI-us for SI are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . We notice that uI and u2 of SI are similar to those of S3, while u3-us do not show this resemblance among the data sets (Fig. 2) . Signal-to-noise ratios of both u and u vectors for S, , S2, and S3 were excellent only for the first two components (Figs. 2 and 3) . These results suggest that the first two components contribute to the spectral sets significantly, while contributions from the other components are less important. The variance in the data set unaccounted for by the p most important basis CD spectra, u p , was calculated by Equation 3 (Table 2 ), which also supports that the first two components are the most important to describe any experimental spectrum.
The final and the most important procedure to determine the minimum number of components is whether two components are actually enough to totally reconstruct the spectral shape of the data sets. Reconstruction of the spectra was performed using Equation 4 (see Materials and methods). The results have shown that, for S, and SI, the first two components have well reproduced their original data (Fig. 4A) . As for S3, however, reconstruction from the first two components was poorly done in shape, especially at 230-250 nm (Fig. 4B) . The reconstructed spectral shape was very much improved when the third compo- nent was included in the procedure (Fig. 4C) . Therefore, we formers (Ohgushi & Wada, 1983; Goto et al., 1990a Goto et al., , 1990b Jeng conclude that the number of basis components is two for SI and & Englander, 1991; Kataoka et al., 1993; Bychkova et al., 1996;  S,, while three for S,. Kamatari et al., 1996) . Typical solution conditions for the conformers are listed in Table 3 . The difference spectra for D, MG,
Transformation of basis spectra
and H were obtained by referring to the spectrum of the N conformer. Because of the purely mathematical nature of the SVD A lot of investigations in the literature have identified four typical analysis, any of the u basis spectra (Fig. 2 ) are naturally distinct physical species of cyt c, which are the N, MG, D, and H confrom the spectra of any physical conformers. The fractional con- Fig. 2 ) to the D, MG, and H difference spectra is given in Table 3 .
To extract physical meanings from the SVD analysis, it may sometimes be desirable to transform the u basis spectral set to that composed of the spectra of physical conformers. This transformation can be achieved by Equations 6 and 7, and allowed us to decompose any of the CD spectra in S3 into the fractions of D, MG, and H-form spectra. In the next section, we will show some detailed results of this physically significant decomposition along the pH axis in comparison with the other spectroscopic data, which will support that the procedure works -: :
.... properly. Using the results of the decomposition, fractions of the three spectral forms (D, MG, and H) were averaged through the spectra in S3 separately for (NH4)2S04r sorbitol, and TFE solutions (Fig. 5 ). This result clearly indicates that the D and MG forms contribute significantly to the spectra in all the co-solvent solutions while contribution from the H form is significant only for the spectra in TFE solutions. The result has confirmed that the required number of basis spectra for SI and S2 (both are subsets of S3) is only two, and has excluded the possibility that the H form plays some roles in the spectra in (NH4)>SO4 and sorbitol solutions. On the other hand, the requirement of the third basis component in S3 may reasonably correspond to the existence of the H-form spectra in this data set.
Some results in water and co-solvent solutions
In this section, we describe the results of the present SVD analysis in comparison with the other spectroscopic data. The data sets SI lutions, respectively, where the spectra were decomposed into the two basic spectra D and MG. The analysis for TFE solutions utilized the data set S3 together with the D, MG, and H-form spectra. The fraction of the N form is determined by:
v l and S2 were used for the analysis in (NH4)2S04 and sorbitol so-
We first show results of acid denaturation of cyt c in water. The acid denaturation curves were monitored by and intensity of tryptophan fluorescence at 434 nm (F343) (Fig. 6A) , which show that the denaturation transition occurs at around pH 3.0. In the acid denatured state of cyt c at pH 2.0, both secondary and tertiary structures are largely destroyed (monitored by Figure 6B by pH reduction occurs at pH less than 3.5, which is the same as the region where [0]2a9 deviates from its level in the native Figure 6B comes up at pH less than 2.8 where FS4? and in Figure 6A start to increase. As expected from Figure 6A , the MG form in Figure 6B appears in the middle range of pH.
The acid-induced fractional transition curves by the SVD analysis in 0.1 M (NH4)2S04 solutions are given in Figure 6D . The fraction of N starts to decrease at pH -4.5, which is similar to a trend monitored by (Fig. 6C) . At pH lower than 2.5, the fraction of MG becomes almost 1 (Fig. 6D ). This predominance of the MG form and the lack of the D fraction at low pH are also consistent with no essential change in F? 43 and [e] 222 in the whole pH range (Fig. 6C) . This denaturation transition of cyt c from N to MG is common for cyt c in various salt solutions (Goto et al., 1990a (Goto et al., , 1990b . Destruction of the N conformer in 0.1 M (NH4)2S04 (Fig. 6C,D) seems to occur at much higher pH than that in water v4 state of cyt c (Fig. 6A) .
On the other hand, the D fraction in Timasheff, 1984; Timasheff, 1992 Timasheff, , 1993 . In the lower concentration range of (NH4)?SO, (typically < O S M), the salting-in effect is superior to the preferential hydration effect, often resulting in destabilization of the folded state of proteins.
In 2.0 M sorbitol, the pH-induced changes in [0]a89, and F343 occur significantly but to lesser extents as compared to the case of water (Fig. 6E) . Because of this half-finished co-solvent effect, determination of phase properties of cyt c in sorbitol solu- tions by these simple spectroscopic probes is not very easy. On the other hand the fractional analysis by the SVD method is straightforward (Fig. 6F) . The SVD results suggest that sorbitol somehow stabilizes the MG conformer compared to the D conformer at low pH (Fig. 6F) . The larger [@Irrz and the smaller F343 at pH 2.0 in 2.0 M observed in sorbitol compared to water ( Fig. 6E compared with Fig. 6A ) are consistent with this SVD result. One of the most plausible mechanisms to stabilize the MG conformer by sorbitol is the preferential hydration effect, which is the same mechanism as that which stabilizes the N conformer of proteins (Timasheff, 1992 (Timasheff, , 1993 . The effects of sorbitol support the view that an equilibrium between D and MG conformers of cyt c is determined by the electrostatic repulsive force in balance with the hydrophobic attractive force strengthened by the preferential hydration (Dill & Shortle, 1991; Goto & Nishikiori, 1991; Dill et al., 1995) . Another typical example of the SVD analysis is shown in Figure 7 for TFE-induced denaturation at pH 3.2. In the middle ranges of TFE concentration, the MG form comes up while in the higher alcohol concentration, the H form becomes dominant. This figure qualitatively gives the same alcohol-denaturation pattern as that in methanol solutions at pH 3.0 monitored by a multi-probe experiments of Kamatari et al. (1996) .
Concluding remarks
The SVD analysis of the far-W CD spectra was able to determine the fractions of the D. MG. and H conformers of cyt c in the non-native solution conditions, consistently with the other spectroscopic signs (Fig. 6) . In other words, the far-UV CD spectrum may contain enough information to determine the phase properties of cyt c. Advantages of the systematic SVD method was demonstrated in various points. For example, the SVD method can give hints for the relative importance of each physical conformer of cyt c in a certain co-solvent condition only using the far-UV CD spectra. Because of this advantage, we could find that the H con-T. Konno former is probably absent in sorbitol or (NH4)$OJ solutions (Fig. 5) .
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In conclusion, this work has demonstrated the potency of the systematic SVD analysis of a large set of the far-UV CD spectra as a powerful method to extract information on the conformational diversity of the non-native species of protein. It i s not our intention, however, to claim that the present method is exclusively better than the conventional way by a simple but complementary usage of many spectroscopic probes. A disadvantage of the far-UV CD spectroscopy resides in the difficulty in extracting information about any specific tertiary interactions in a protein chain. Accordingly, a limitation of the present method is clearly in the detailed characterization of any specific conformations of a protein. Because the conformational properties of the non-native state of proteins are extremely complicated, one should always consider using all the possible experimental methods. We expect that combination 20 [TFE] (%) 4 ' of the present method with the multi-probe approaches will provide an improved way to detect the conformational diversities of non-native proteins.
Materials and methods
Materials
Horse heart cyt c (type VI; Sigma) was purified by gel-filtration chromatography Pharmacia) . The homogeneity of the purified protein was checked by electrophoresis. Oxidization with potassium femcyanide (K3Fe(CN),) was not done to avoid contamination of K3Fe(CN)6 to protein samples. No spectroscopic sign detected any fractions of the ferrous-form cyt c in our samples. Sorbitol, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanoI (TFE), sodium chloride, and ammonium sulfate were of reagent grade and were purchased from Nacalai tesque Co. Ltd. (Japan). Co-solvent-containing solutions were freshly prepared for each experiment with a volumetric adjustment of concentrations. The cyt c solutions contain no buffer, pH being adjusted carefully with small amounts of HCI. The concentrations of cyt c were determined photometrically, using an , 1972) , and was kept at 16 p M throughout.
Spectroscopic measurements
CD spectra were measured with a Jasco 5-720 WI spectropolarimeter using a quartz cell with a light path of 1 or IO mm. Temperature of the solutions was maintained at 25 "C with a Jasco thermo-electric apparatus within kO.1 "C. The spectra of cyt c were typically obtained with scan rates of 10, 20, 50, and 100 nm/min. Essentially the same spectra were obtained with either of these scan rates in our sample solutions. The spectra taken with a scan rate of 50 nm/min were used for the data sets in Table 1 . The data were sampled in 0.5 nm interval. Data from 16 scans were accumulated to obtain a single spectrum. The bandwidth for the measurements was 1 nm. Fluorescence spectra were measured with a F4500 fluorometer (Hitachi, Japan) using a quartz cell with a light path of 10 mm. Temperature of solutions was maintained at 25 "C, with a thermostatically controlled water bath within S0.1 "C.
SVD analysis of CD spectra
The matrix method has been used successfully in spectroscopic studies of DNA and proteins (McMullen et al., 1967; Hennessey & Johnson, 1981; Henry & Hofrichter, 1992) . The singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis has been examined in the present study because this method is known to be robust and numerically stable among some mathematically equivalent strategies (Henry & Hofrichter, 1992) . In its application here, we started with a M X N data matrix, A, which contains a far-UV CD spectrum of cyt c in each of N columns. M is the number of data points in a single spectrum. M and N are typically 101 and 200-400, respectively. In case M < N, M is increased to N by filling zero to the (N-M) additional rows.
The analysis of A is based on the SVD theorem of linear algebra;
where U is an M X N column-orthogonal matrix, and Vis an N X N orthogonal matrix. U and V fulfill the condition; 
where U ' , W ' , and V' are submatrices of U, W, and V, respectively, corresponding to the first k basis components.
The relative importance of each column of U, as a component of the original protein CD spectra, can be estimated by the corresponding eigenvalue w,. Within the frame work of the eigenvector method of multicomponent analysis, the variance in the data set unaccounted for by the p most important basis CD spectra is given by
Here v is the standard deviation, M is the number of data points in each original vector, p is the number of basis vectors in the truncated set used for reconstruction. In our present application, it is important to evaluate the minimum number of p required for satisfactory reconstruction of all the original spectra. For the purpose, not only the (T value but also shape of the column vectors of U and V have been considered. The basis spectra of columns of U do not, however, correspond to the spectra of any physical conformers of cyt c. A submatrix U'
composed of the first k basis spectra is transformed to a M X k matrix, P, composed of k physically significant spectra by:
where Z is a k X k transformation matrix. The easiest way to calculate elements of the Z matrix is to add the k spectra for the physical Conformers to the original data matrix A. In this case, ZT is a submatrix of V composed of column vectors corresponding to these physically significant spectra. Now Equation 4 is rewritten in the form:
Elements of the matrix Z"( V ' ) T give estimates for contribution of each spectrum of the physical conformers to any spectra in A. Numerical calculations for Equations 2-7 were performed on a VT-Alpha SOOAXP workstation (Visual Technology, Japan). The program was originally made by the author using the C program language, partly using subroutines in Numerical Recipes (Press et al., 1986) . The results of SVD were always tested by inserting the estimates of U, V, and W into Equations 2 and 3.
